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This paper focuses on X University Logistics Group catering services center，, 
starting from the basic theory of pay, on research and analysis of the existing 
problems in the food service centers pay incentives and inadequacies, and on this 
basis, the use of science techniques and methods, re-pay system of of X University 
logistics Group catering services center redesign. The main content of this paper 
include: First, clear salary system redesign to the general idea with a target, and 
then determine the remuneration strategy; second, with the job evaluation system 
for analysis and evaluation of X University Logistics Group catering services 
center jobs, establish suitable Canteen in Universities Center remuneration system; 
proceed from the basic salary, performance salary adjustment, allowances and 
welfare aspects, the existing salary system reform and adjustment, in order to 
establish a more suitable to support and promote the X University logistics Group 
catering services center pay system. 
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